
Ok the first problem I see with the character is that it has not only the individual animations but also the 

combined animation. 

 

 

you can do either/or but no reason to keep both as it just makes the model almost twice the size that it 

needs to be.  

I personally like the individual animations because then you can refer to them by their animation 

sequence numbers or name and do not have to worry about keeping track of frame counts. But either 

way is up to you. 

The next issue I see is the fact that the single animation frame counts do not match what I see in the text 

file 'Animation frames.txt'. For example, in the model editor is shows the length of the walk animation is 

40 frames. In the text file the length is 36 frames. 

And if you click on the walk animation in the model editor and play it, you will see that there is a glitch at 

the end of its animation. It appears to be grabbing 4 frames of the next sequence which is the run 

animation. I think we are seeing some of this appearing in your video. So that needs to be resolved 

So we can go into each individual animation and try to resolve the number of frames by extracting, but 

this will be time consuming and possibly not work if the following animations are missing frames. Or we 

can extract all of the animations from the main combined animation using the new feature that Josh 

implemented as described here: 

http://www.leadwerks.com/werkspace/blog/1/entry-1256-animation-pipeline-improvements/ 

So we are going to load the animation info from the 'animation frames.txt' file, but we need to get into 

the correct format for LE for it to properly load in the model editor. LE uses a simple comma-separated 

text format to determine the animation name and frame counts. As you can see the original file uses the 

http://www.leadwerks.com/werkspace/blog/1/entry-1256-animation-pipeline-improvements/


following format: 

name: firstframe# - lastframe# 

whereas LE appears to need: 

name, firstframe#, lastframe# 

So just open the text file in notepad and do a simple 'Find and Replace All' edit removing the colon and 

dash and replacing them with commas. 

 

Once that has been done and saved, then just open your character in the model editor. Delete all of the 

individual animations and leave the combined animation. You have to select each one and delete. 

Hopefully Josh at one point will introduce multiple-selection. Once all the individual animations are 

deleted, click on the 'File-->Load Animation...'. Select the newly changed 'animation frames.txt' file, and 

the animations will be extracted automatically for you. 

 

As you can see, the walk animation is now reporting 36 frames. If you run that animation, you will see it 

loop smoothly from last frame to first frame. 

I would always suggest that you don't always take the for granted the frame count in these provided 



text files. After creating the individual animations in the editor, always play them to make sure there are 

no issues. If all is well, then you can delete the large 'combined' animation from the model. And to drive 

home the point of lower resources: by deleting that animation, the *.MDL went from ~20MB to ~8MB. 

Ok so the next step is to get this guy to chase the fpsplayer around the scene. So for the time being we 

can use the 'MonsterAI.lua' script to get us started. But it will need to be saved as another file because 

we will need to modify properties to match what we need on this animated model instead of it being set 

for the crawler model. 

So I saved the 'MonsterAI.lua' as 'Knight.lua' and placed it into my Fantasy_Knight folder. I then changed 

the script's animation variables to match the knight's individual animation sequences. The nice thing 

about this is you do not have to use the sequence number like Josh did for the crawler. You can use the 

actual name of the sequence to assign to the appropriate 'Script.animation.*' variable. 

These are the variables I changed: 

Script.animation.idle="idle" 

Script.animation.run="run" 

Script.animation.attack[0]="attacka" 

Script.animation.attack[1]="attackc" 

Script.animation.death="death" 

At this point, we are basically ready to use the character but we need to setup some properties once we 

place the character into the scene. 



 

If you notice, the character is actually facing in the negative Z direction. In Leadwerks (unless 

programmed otherwise), we typically want the character controller to move forward in the positive Z 

direction. So to prevent the character from facing backwards when we want him to move forward, the 

properties dialog gives us the ability to modify the character angle. We need to rotate him 180 degrees 

on the Y axis: 



 

Notice when you change the value it doesn't rotate the character in the editor scene. That's okay, it will 

be applied at runtime when you run App.lua. 

Also, set the Physics Mode to Character Physics, the mass to be above 0.0, and the Collision Type to 

Character. 

Next we just need to attach our 'Knight.lua' script. 



 

The default values are fine for the moment. The Target property can be set by selecting an object from 

the scene tab (keeping the left mouse button held down) and dragging into that textbox. If you do use 

the Target property, then the first thing the character will walk towards is that object and ignore the 

fpsplayer until he reaches it. 

After watching the character chase me in a scene, I realized there were still some variables that needed 

to be modified. The 'MonsterAI.lua' script had the behavior for "roam" hardcoded to play sequence 1. In 

the crawler, sequence 1 is walk. In the knight, sequence 1 is run. This is another benefit to using 

animation names instead of sequence numbers. If all of your characters have the same animation 

names, you can basically make a generic script to be used on all of them instead of having to edit/modify 

a new script each time. 

This is the line I added at the top of the script: 

Script.animation.walk="walk" 

then changed this in the Script:SetMode() function for the "roam" mode from this: 

self.animationmanager:SetAnimationSequence(1,0.04)  

to this: 

self.animationmanager:SetAnimationSequence(self.animation.walk,0.04) 



From there you can make small tweaks how fast you want the animations to play/blend until you get 

something that you like. Based on what is shown in the 'AnimationManager.lua' script, the parameters 

for SetAnimationSequence() are: 

AnimationManager:SetAnimationSequence(sequence, speed, blendtime, mode, endHookScript, 

endHook, endFrame) 

Typically you will just need to modify the speed or blendtime to get the animation to play at the rate 

you want and how quickly it changes from one animation to the next. 

After you set everything to your liking, then all that is left is to make the character, its properties 

settings, and the attached script into a prefab. Once you do that, then the next time you want to use 

that character it will be ready to use. 


